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NERDC Annual Statistics July '01-June '02

Every year, NERDC compiles annual statistics ranging from dial-up data to a balance sheet showing two fiscal years' worth of information. The charts on these two pages show some of the statistics we compile. This information and more is also available in NERDC's online documentation system, DOCWEB, including the following:

- "Selected Service Usage--Billed Charges," DOCID= u0211a;
- "Billed CPU Seconds," DOCID u0211b;
- "NERDC Dial-up Statistics," DOCID= u0211c;
- "NERDC Expenses," DOCID= u0211d; and

To access these articles in DOCWEB, see http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu, enter the DOCID in the NERDC DOCID= field, and click on the Get-It! button.

Dial-Up Servers at NERDC

The charts and data on this page show usage figures for the NERDC dial-up servers.

Total Sessions

This chart shows the number of local and long-distance sessions per month. Sessions begin when a customer logs onto any dial-up server. E-mail composed in a PC-based system and mailed through NERSP or to a NERDC address does not count as a session until that person
logs on and checks his or her e-mail.

**Total Minutes**

This chart represents the total number of minutes (per month) that users dialed in during the last fiscal year (July 1, 2001--June 30, 2002).

**NERDC Expenses**

These two charts compare NERDC actual expenses (accrual basis) for fiscal years 2001--2002 and 2000--2001. Under accrual basis, expenditures are reported when materials or services are received, rather than at the time of payment (cash basis). "Software and SW Licenses" includes both expense (OE) and capitalized (OCO) software. "Other OE" includes administrative overhead, communications, utilities, and all other NERDC expenses.
Billed CPU Seconds

This chart compares the number of billed CPU seconds per service over the past two fiscal years -- FY2000--2001 and FY2001--2002. DB2 seconds used for TSO and batch are included in the graph totals for those services. The figures for CICS include FCLA.

*Note: This chart is based on a logarithmic scale*
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